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Abstract 
The focus  of this  paper  is  on  the  reuse  of business  models.  It investigates  how 
business  models  can  be  reused,  how  such  reuse  can  be  measured  and  what  the 
consequences are for software development. 
1. Business modelling 
The main objective of any business model is  to  be a vehicle for communication, 
facilitating the mutual perception and understanding of some aspects of the business 
reality.  As  stated by  Nellborn [7],  communication between system developers and 
business people is often equivalent to the Berlin Wall: both living and working in the 
same place, but each having little understanding about the other's work.  Communica-
tion  happens  by  "throwing  things  over  the  wall",  such  as  specifications,  class 
diagrams, QA-documents and so on.  Business modelling is a way to destroy this wall 
and  improve  the  communication  between business  people  and  software  engineers. 
Business  professionals  also  benefit from  the  use  of business  models  as  a  tool  to 
establish definitions  of important concepts  clear-cut enough  to  allow  efficient and 
unambiguous internal communication.  Also, having a model of the business, one can 
start evaluating the way the business is organised and consider possible changes. 
In  this  paper  we  will  consider  the  possibilities  of reuse  of business  models. 
Although models are the particular representation of one or more aspects of a specific 
business,  reuse of existing models  can be interesting.  First,  it is more efficient to 
reuse  an  existing  model  than to  start from  scratch.  Second,  reusing  a model can 
trigger critical thinking about the own business:  what makes our business similar to another business, what makes up the difference? Finally, if software components exist 
for  the reused business  model,  it  is  likely  that (part  of)  these  components  can  be 
reused for the own business. 
In section 2 we will present two examples of business models and show how they 
can be generalised into a generic model for  a particular type of business.  Section 3 
will then elaborate on the notion of generic models and argue how such models can be 
useful for reasoning about the way of doing business in general.  Section 4 will then 
present some metrics to evaluate reuse in a more formal way.  In section 5 we will add 
en extra level of detail to the generic model and investigate the effect of this on reuse. 
Section 6 presents corresponding refined measurement techniques. Finally, section 7 
will  evaluate  the  resulting  reuse  possibilities  for  software  developers  and  presents 
some conclusions. 
2. A Library = A Hotel? 
In this section we present a business model for a library and a business model for a 
hotel administration. These business models can also be called domain models since 
they do not take account for the particular characteristics of a specific library or hotel 
business. We have chosen to represent the structural aspect of the business model by 
means of a class diagram using the UML notation.  In  a later section,  the  dynamic 
aspect  of the business  will be modelled by  listing relevant business events  and by 
specifying which business classes are affected by these events.  Other aspects such as 
workflow models and/or business process models are beyond the scope of this paper. 
a. The library 
In the library we have a catalogue with titles and for each title the library has one or 
more copies.  People can register to the library and become members.  Members can 
borrow  and  return  copies.  Loans  can  be  renewed.  If a book  is  not  on  shelf,  a 
reservation can be made for that title: the first copy that is returned to the library will 
then  be  put  aside.  The  structural  aspects  of  this  little  domain  description· are 
represented in Fig.  1. 
2 Fig. 1. A simple Library Domain Model 
b. The hotel administration 
A hotel offers  a set of rooms  that  are  categorised  into  room types.  Customers 
make reservations for  a particular room type.  When the reservation is confirmed, a 
specific room is assigned for the customer's later stay.  This situation is represented in 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. A simple Hotel Administration Domain Model 
c. The generic reusable model 
As one can immediately notice, the class diagrams for the library and for the hotel 
show a very similar structure. In both businesses products are categorised to product 
types.  Customers can "buy", in this case "use"  a product.  Prior to this usage there 
mayor may  not  be  an  "order"  or  reservation  for the product's  type.  The generic 
model is  shown in Fig.  3.  In this model, the association between USAGE_INTENTION 
3 and  PRODUCT represents  the  allocation  of  products  to  reservations  or orders.  The 
association between USAGE_INTENTION and  USAGE allows to  track how many of the 
effective usages are  the consequences of a prior usage intention.  For example,  in  a 
hotel it can be interesting to know for how many stays there was a prior reservation. 
Such a model can immediately be transposed to other situations such as a car rental 
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Fig. 3. A generic and reusable Model 
Fig. 4. A simple Car Rental Domain Model 
4 3. Reusing Generic Models 
Although the generic model can be reused in  many  situations,  each  domain will 
have its own particularities that must be taken care of. Tailoring the generic structural 
model to  the particularities of the  own  domain  can  be  done by adding or dropping 
classes  and/or  associations,  and  by  considering  additional  business  rules.  For 
example,  in the library  we  will probably  not be interested in  keeping track of how 
many  loans  are  the  consequences  of a  reservation.  As  a  result,  the  association 
between the reservation class and the loan class has not been retained.  In the cases of 
the hotel administration and the car rental  company, the decision whether or not to 
retain this association depends on the information needs of the specific company. 
In addition, reusing a structural model does not necessarily imply that other aspects 
of the business can be reused as well.  For example, the way products are allocated to 
an  intended  transaction  is  similar  in  the  hotel  and  car  rental  business,  but  very 
different from the library business.  Both in the car rental and the hotel business it is a 
good  practice  to  confirm the  reservation  and  ensure  that  the  requested  product  is 
available  on the  requested  date.  In  a library  however,  such  confirmation  is  not 
required: the member will simply receive the first copy that is returned and no firm 
assurance can be given on the date a copy will be available. 
The population of classes can also be very different: a library will have many titles 
and most of the time only one copy per title.  In a hotel and a car renting business, the 
ratio  product  type/product· is  much  different.  And whereas  a  library  will  try  to 
maximise  the  number  of titles  available,  the  other  two business  will  rather  try  to 
maximise  the  number  of usages  per  product.  Business  goals  can  also  be  very 
different. 
The  generic  model  can  also  be  extended  to  support  mUltiple  branches  of one 
business.  In the model of Fig.  5.  we  assume that product types are  company-wide. 
However, the characteristics of a product type can be different from branch to branch: 
a double room in Paris will have another (higher) price than a double room in Nantes. 
This  requires  the  introduction  of the  class  PRODUCT_TYPE_IN_BRANCH.  Individual 
products are the materialisation of such a PRODUCT_ TYPE_IN_BRANCH and are as such 
located in one branch. 
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Fig. 5. Extended generic and reusable model 
This model can easily be reused for the hotel administration and for the car rental 
company.  For the car rental example it would also make sense to add an association 
between BRANCH and CAR that records the current location of a car.  This would allow 
customers to return the car to another branch than where it was rented.  For example, 
it would allow customers to rent a car in the Brussels office and retum it in the Paris 
office. 
For the library, the concept of PRODUCT_TYPE_IN _BRANCH makes less sense.  It is 
sufficient to  keep  track  of the  location  of each  copy  by  directly  linking  COpy to 
LIBRARY (the branch).  The model is adapted as in Fig. 6. 
*RESERVATION  * 
~--~  I----i 
Fig. 6. Extended Library Domain Model 
6 4. Measuring Reuse 
Knowing that reuse from a generic model is possible is  one thing.  We might also 
be interested in knowing how much reuse is possible.  Measuring the degree of reuse 
in a business model allows business professionals to  quantify the similarity between 
their business  and  the business  or business  domain  whose  model has  been  reused. 
This might be interesting for a variety of reasons.  For instance, managers might wish 
to determine other businesses that are suitable candidates for providing benchmarking 
data.  Reuse measures also allow evaluating how close the own business organisation 
and  processes  resemble  those  of the  market  leader  or  the  other  competitors  in  a 
domain.  Quantitative reuse data also helps selecting the generic model that matches 
ones own business most closely. 
A  further  advantage  of reuse  figures  is  that  they  help  software  managers  and 
engineers to  assess the impact of business model reuse on the development process. 
First,  there  is the  direct effect  on  the  cost and  duration  of the business  modelling 
activity.  Second, there might be an  indirect impact on other development activities. 
If reuse from a domain model is  possible,  then  we  might perhaps be able to  reuse 
class  definitions  from  a  component  library  for  the  domain.  If such  a  library  is 
available, then a measure of business model reuse might provide an early estimate of 
the  degree  of code  reuse  in  the  system  and  consequently  helps  budgeting  the 
development project. 
Conceptually, there is not much difference in measuring business model reuse and 
the reuse of other types of software or specification artifact.  The degree or level of 
public  reuse  is  commonly  defined  as  the  "the  sum  of  the  sizes  of  the  reused 
components  divided  by  the  sum  of  the  size  of  both  reused  and  newly  built 
components" [12].  The general form of a public reuse measure is [8,4]: 
size(Pext) 
public _ reuse _ client(P) =  , 
size(Pext) + size  (Pnew ) 
where Pn""  and P", denote respectively the newly developed and externally built parts 
of a software or specification artifact P.  Note that reuse is evaluated here from  the 
perspective of the 'client'. 
This  general  form  is  easily  instantiated for  measuring  the  degree  of reuse  in  a 
7 business model.  In the structural model two types of components are distinguished: 
classes and associations.  As the structural model does not offer information regarding 
the sizes of individual classes and associations, each reuse of a class (or association) 
contributes one instance of reuse to size(P,) and each newly added class (or associa-
tion) contributes one instance of non-reuse to size(P.",). 
The  reuse  figures  for  the  (simple)  library,  the  hotel  administration  and  the  car 
rental company are impressive.  The degree of reuse from the generic model of Fig. 3. 
is in all cases 100 %, both for classes and associations.  It must be noted however that 
the measures do not capture the removal of components when instantiating a generic 
model or reusing another business or domain model.  Probably, the non-retention of a 
component is less costly than the addition of a new component.  However, we cannot 
exclude that some removal costs are involved.  Therefore, we use an additional meas-
ure that measures the degree of reuse from the perspective of the 'server': 
.  size (Pext) 
publzc  reuse  server(P) =  ---~-..:....---
- - size (Pext) +  size (Pdel)  , 
where Pdd and P", denote respectively the parts of a software or specification artifact P 
that have been removed and reused within a new artifact.  Using this type of measure 
it can be seen that for the library example the reuse from the generic model of Fig. 3. 
is non-verbatim.  Only 517  or 71  % of the associations have been reused.  Similarly, 
the degree of reuse in the extended library model (Fig.  6) is not perfect either.  If  the 
extended generic model of Fig. 5 is used as the reuse source, then the degree of reuse 
is 6/6 or 100 % of classes and 5/6 or 83  % of associations (the association between 
LffiRARY and COpy is new) when evaluated from the  'client' perspective.  From the 
perspective of the  'server', the degree  of reuse  is  617  or  86  %  of classes  (the  class 
PRODUCT TYPE IN  BRANCH has been  dropped)  and  5/8  or  62  %  of associations  (the 
associations  between  PRODUCT_TYPE  and  PRODUCT_TYPE_IN_BRANCH,  between 
BRANCH and PRODUCT_TYPE_IN_BRANCH, and between USAGE_ INTENTION and USAGE 
have been removed). 
The high reuse percentages in the examples must be interpreted with care.  On the 
one hand, they indicate potential cost savings due to reuse.  Moreover, they provide 
quantitative evidence of structural similarities between businesses.  On the other hand, 
the verbatim reuse of the generic structural model,  as  in the (simple) car rental and 
8 hotel administration examples, does not imply that the other aspects  of the business 
can  also  be reused  as  such.  Besides,  cost savings  due  to  reuse  must be balanced 
against the cost of selecting the right reuse source, tailoring the source model, etc. 
5. Adding an extra level of detail 
In this section we will introduce an extra level of detail to the conceptual model, by 
modelling  part of the  dynamic  aspects  of the  domain.  We  will  identify  relevant 
business event types and indicate which classes are affected by the occurrence of the 
identified business events.  We record this in an  object-event table (OET).  This is a 
tabular  representation  with  one row  per business  event and  one  column per class. 
Each cell of the table indicates whether or not a class is affected by the occurrence of 
a business event.  No involvement is  marked by  a blank entry.  If a business event 
creates (respectively modifies or ends) occurrences of the class, the entry is marked 
with a 'C' (respectively an 'M' or 'E'). 
In addition we will allow classes to impose sequence constraints on  the business 
events.  In  the  library  for  example,  a  copy  should  be  returned  before  it  can  be 
borrowed.  With each class we will thus associate a lifecycle expression.  The default 
lifecycle  is  that  objects  are  first  created  (a  choice  between  the  C-entries),  then 
modified an arbitrary number of times (an iteration of a choice between the M-entries) 
and finally come to an end (choice between the E-entries). 
We will first elaborate the OET and the lifecycles for the generic model of Fig.  5. 
Then  we  will evaluate the possibilities  for  reuse for  the  car rental  and  the  library 
domain model. 
a. The generic model 
For the generic model we identify the following business event types: 
create_customer, modify_customer, end_customer, create_branch, modify_branch, 
end_branch, create...,producCtype, modify...,producCtype, end...,producCtype, 
allocate  ...,producCtype_to  _branch, modify  ...,producCtype  _in_branch, 
end...,producCtype  _in_branch, create  ...,product, modify  ...,product, end...,product, 
9 cr  _usage_intention, allocate-product, confirm_availability, canceCusage_ intention, 
starCusage, normaCretum, abnormaCretum, modify_conditions, invoice_usage, re-
ceive-payment, end_usage 
The OET is represented in Table  1.  The event participations marked in this OET 
are a minimal set of entries.  If for  example,  we  wish  to  keep  track of how many 
product  types  are  offered  in  a  branch,  it  makes  sense  to  mark  the  entries 
BRANCH/allocate  producctype_to_branch  and  BRANcH/end-producCtype_in_ 
branch.  Similarly,  if within  the  class  customer we  wish  to  keep  track of the total 
amount of payments made by this customer (e.g. to identify "golden" customers, or to 
specify  some  discounting  rules),  we  need  to  mark  the  entry  CUSTOMER! 
receive-payment.  Table 2. gives the OET with a maximal set of marked entriesl • 
CUSTOMER  BRANCH  PRODUCT  PRODUCT  PRODUCT  USAGE  USAGE 
TYPE  TYPE IN  INTENTION 
BRANCH 
create  customer  C 
mOdify_ customer  M 
end  customer  E 
create  branch  C 
modify_ branch  M 
end_branch  E 
create _product  type  C 
modify-product  type  M 
end _product  type  E 
aI/ocate _product  type  to  branch  C 
modify-product  type  In _branch  M 
end _product type  In  branch  E 
create _product  C 
modify_product  M 
end _product  E 
cr  usage  intention  C 
aI/ocate _product  M  M 
confirm  availability  M 
cancel  usage  intention  E 
start  usage  E  C 
normal  return  M 
abnormal  return  M 
modifv_ conditions  M 
invoice  usage  M 
receive _payment  E 
end  usage  E  ..  Table 1.  OET for the genenc model wIth a mmlmal set of class/event mvolvements. 
The decision which entries to mark and which not to mark can be done by cross-checking the OET 
with the class diagram.  A formal definition of the semantics of the OET and how to cross-check it 
with  a  class  diagram  are  beyond  the  scope  of this  paper.  The  interested  reader  can  find 
explanations, motivation and formal definitions in [10, 11]. 
10 CUSTOMER  BRANCH  PRODUCT  PRODUCT  PRODUCT  USAGE  USAGE 
TYPE  TYPE IN  INTENTION 
BRANCH 
create  customer  C 
modify_ customer  M 
end  customer  E 
create  branch  C 
modify_ branch  M 
end  branch  E 
create _product type  C 
modify-product  type  M 
end _product  type  E 
aI/ocate _product  /vpe  to  branch  M  M  C 
modify_product  type  in  branch  M  M  M 
end _product  tvpe  in  branch  M  M  E 
create _product  M  M  M  C 
modify_product  M  M  M  M 
end _product  M  M  M  E 
cr  usage  intention  M  M  M  M  C 
aI/ocate _product  M  M  M  M  M  M 
confirm  availability  M  M  M  M  M 
cancel  usa.qe  intention  M  M  M  M  E 
start  usaqe  M  M  M  M  M  E  C 
normal  return  M  M  M  M  M  M 
abnormal  return  M  M  M  M  M  M 
modifv_ conditions  M  M  M  M  M  M 
invoice  usaqe  M  M  M  M  M  M 
receive _payment  M  M  M  M  M  E 
end  usage  M  M  M  M  M  E 
Table 2.  OET for the genenc model wIth a maxImal set of class/event involvements. 
Lifecycles  are  written  as  regular  expressions:  a  '+'  denotes  choice,  a  '.'  denotes 
sequence  and  a  '*'  denotes  iteration.  The  lifecycle  expression  should  contain  all 
events for which an entry has been marked in the corresponding column of the OET. 
In  addition,  the lifecycle  expression  should  respect  the  type  of the  entries:  events 
marked with a 'C' should appear as creating events, events marked with an 'M' should 
appear as modifying event types and events marked with an  'E'  should terminate the 
life  of the  object.  For  example  the  lifecycle  expression  for  the  class  USAGE  is 
specified as follows: 
USAGE = starCusage . (modify_conditions)* . (normal Jeturn + abnormaCretum). 
invoice_usage. (receive-payment + end_usage) 
That is,  after a usage has started, the conditions can be modified (e.g. postponing 
the return date)  zero,  once or more times.  The product is  then returned either in  a 
normal state or in an abnormal state (e.g. crashed car).  The usage is then invoiced and 
ends  with  the  payment  of the  invoice  or  with  the  default  end_usage  event  if the 
11 invoice gets never paid.  The lifecycle for USAGE_ INTENTION is: 
USAGE_INTENTION = create_usage_intenion . allocate....Product. confirm . 
(canceCusage_intention + starcusage) 
When  classes  show  some  parallel  behaviour  the  'II'  symbol  is  used  to  denote 
parallel composition, such as in the lifecycle of product: 
PRODUCT = 
create....Product. 
[( modify""product + allocate""product + invoice + receive_payment + end_usage)* 
II  (starcusage. (modifyJonditions)* . (normal Jetum + abnormaCretum))*] 
. end""product 
That  is,  after  a product has  been  created,  its  life is  determined by  two parallel 
threads.  On the one hand there is the usage cycle and on the other hand there are a 
number of events that can occur randomly and independent from the usage cycle.  The 
life of the product is terminated by the end""product event.  Notice that constraints on 
event types such as invoice and receive""payment are already specified in the lifecycle 
of USAGE and need not be respecified in the lifecycle of PRODUCT. Lifecycles can also 
be specified by any kind of statechart, such as e.g. in UML. 
h. Reuse of the generic model for the car rental company 
For the  car rental  company,  most  event types  can  be reused.  Some  of them are 
renamed: 
create""producCtype becomes create_car  _model 
modify  ""producCtype becomes modify  _car_model 
end""producCtype becomes end_car  _model 
allocate""producctype_to_branch becomes makccar_modeCavailable_in_branch 
modify  ""producCtype_in_branch becomes modify_car  _modeCin_branch 
end""producctype_in_branch becomes endJar  _modeCin_branch 
create""product  becomes buy_car 
modify  ""product becomes modify  _car_details 
12 end-fJroduct becomes end_oLcar 
cr  _usage_intention becomes reserve 
allocate-fJroduct becomes allocate_car 
canceCusage_ intention becomes cancel_reservation 
starCusage becomes rent 
modify_conditions becomes change_retum_date 
invoice_usage becomes invoice 
end_usage becomes end_rental 
Finally, the abnormalJetum is split in two event types: crashJar and totaCloss. 
The event type repair is added to allow to put a car back in circulation after a crash. 
The resulting OET is shown in Table 3. 
The life cycles for RENTAL and RESERVATION become: 
RENTAL = rent. (change_retum_date)* . (normal Jetum + crash_car + totaCloss). 
invoice. (receive-fJayment + endJental) 
RESERVATION =  reserve. allocate_car. confirm. (cancelJeservation + rent) 
The life cycle of CAR becomes more complex as  we want to  specify that after a 




[( modify_car_details + allocate_car + invoice + receive_payment + 
endJental)* 
II (  rent. (changeJetum_date)* . (normal Jetum  + crashJar.repair))* 
.(1 + (rent. (changeJetum_date)* .totaCloss)] 
. end-fJroduct 
In this lifecycle the 'I' stands for the empty event.  The lifecycle thus specifies that 
after an arbitrary number of rent  -cycles either nothing special happens or we have one 
final rent cycle that ends with the total-loss of the car. 
13 CUSTOMER  BRANCH  CAR  CAR MODEL  CAR  RESER  RENTAL 
MODEL  IN BRANCH  VATION 
create  customer  C 
modifv_ customer  M 
end  customer  E 
create  branch  C 
modify_ branch  M 
end  branch  E 
create  car  model  C 
modify3ar  model  M 
end  car  model  E 
make  car  model  available  in  branch  M  M  C 
modifv_ car  model  in  branch  M  M  M 
end  car  model  in  branch  M  M  E 
buy_ car  M  M  M  C 
modify_ car  details  M  M  M  M 
end  of  car  M  M  M  E 
reserve  M  M  M  M  C 
aI/ocate  car  M  M  M  M  M  M 
confirm  availabilitv  M  M  M  M  M 
cancel  reservation  M  M  M  M  E 
rent  M  M  M  M  M  E  C 
normal  return  M  M  M  M  M  M 
crash  car  M  M  M  M  M  M 
total  loss  M  M  M  M  M  M 
repair  M  M  M  M  M 
change  return  date  M  M  M  M  M  M 
invoice  M  M  M  M  M  M 
receive _payment  M  M  M  M  M  E 
end  rental  M  M  M  M  M  E 
Table 3.  OET for the Car Rental Company. 
MEMBER  LIBRARY  TITLE  COPY  RESERVATION  LOAN 
register  member  C 
modify_ member  details  M 
leave  E 
create  librarv  C 
modify_ library_ details  M 
end  library  E 
create  title  C 
modify_ title  M 
end  title  E 
classify_ copy  M  M  C 
modify_ copy_ details  M  M  M 
end  copv  M  M  E 
reserve  M  M  M  C 
cancel  reservation  M  M  M  E 
borrow  M  M  M  M  E  C 
return  M  M  M  M  M 
lose  M  M  M  M  M 
renew  M  M  M  M  M 
fine  M  M  M  M  M 
receive _payment  M  M  M  M  E 
end  loan  M  M  M  M  E 
Table 4.  OET for the Library 
14 c. Reuse of the generic model for the library 
For the library the event types are renamed as follows: 
create_customer becomes register_member 
modify  _customer becomes modify  _member_details 
end_customer becomes leave 
create_branch becomes create_library 
modify_branch becomes modify_library_details 
end_branch becomes end_library 
create-producCtype becomes creatctitle 
modify  -producCtype becomes modify_title 
end-producCtype becomes end_title 
allocate-producCtype_to_branch is dropped 
modify-product_type_in_branch is dropped 
end-producctype_in_branch is dropped 
create-product becomes classify_copy 
modify  -product becomes modify  _copy_details 
end-productbecomesend_copy 
cr  _usage_intention becomes reserve 
allocate-product is dropped 
confirm_availability  is dropped 
canceCusage_ intention becomes cancel 
starCusage becomes  borrow 
normaCretum becomes return 
abnormaCretum becomes lose 
modify_conditions becomes renew 
invoice_usage becomes fine 
receive-payment 
end_usage becomes end_loan 
The corresponding OET for the library is given in table 4. 
The life cycles for LOAN and RESERVATION become: 
15 LOAN =  borrow. (renew)* . (return + lose).fine . (receive--payment + end_rental) 
RESERVATION = reserve. (canceCreservation + borrow) 




[( modify_copy_details +fine + receive_payment  + end_loan)* 
II  (borrow. (renew)*. retum)*. 
(1 + (borrow. (renew)* .lose))] 
. endJopy 
6. Reuse Measurement Revisited 
If both the  class  diagram  and  the  OET  are  available,  then more  detailed reuse 
measurements can be taken.  The reuse of dynamic business model aspects is to some 
extent taken into account by expressing the size of classes in terms of the OET entries 
that have been marked for them.  It can be argued that the higher the number of event 
types with occurrences that affect a business class, the larger the size of that class as 
the  class  definition  must  somehow  handle  the  response  of objects  to  these  event 
occurrences. 
The definition of the reuse  measures of section 4 can be reformulated such that 
they are sensitive to the size of a reused component and to the verbatim/non-verbatim 
character of reuse.  Both aspects are desirable properties for reuse measures [2,  1].  A 
large verbatim reused component should contribute more to the  reuse  value than  a 
small non-verbatim reused component. 
The public reuse measure for the 'client' perspective is redefined as: 
.  .  size' (Pext) 
pubhc  reuse  cllent(P) = --------
- - size (Pext) +  size (Pnew)  , 
16 where Pnew and Pm denote, as before, the newly developed and externally built parts of 
a software or specification artifact P, and size' refers to the 'size-contributing' features 
of Pal that have effectively been reused from the 'server'.  For the 'server' perspective, 
an analogous measure definition can be formulated. 
For the extended car rental company, the degree of reuse is  100 % when evaluated 
from the perspective of the 'server' model.  All marked entries in the GET in Table 2 
have been reused.  However, the OET in Table 3 contains 11  additional entries that 
are marked, resulting in a degree of reuse of 94/105 or 90 % from the perspective of 
the 'client' model.  In particular, all classes affected by the occurrence of repair and 
abnormaCreturn  (either  crash_car  or totaCloss)  events  are  reused  non-verbatim. 
The reuse  values  for  the  extended  library  are  respectively  100  %  for  the  'client' 
perspective and 62/94 or 66  % for the 'server' perspective.  This latter value can be 
compared to the more coarse-grained measurement of 5/6 or 86 % degree of reuse of 
classes (cf. section 4). 
7. Conclusions 
Reuse of Domain models 
Reuse  of business  models  is  certainly possible.  But it  remains  true  that  generic 
business models must be carefully  analysed and adapted where necessary to fit the 
particular business. 
The generic model presented in this paper,  typically represents  any kind of renting 
business where resources or products are made available to customers.  In this type of 
business, product as  well  as  product types  are considered relevant business classes. 
However, in a food store for example, we will only keep track of product types, but 
not of individual products. We sell bottles of skimmed milk, but will not keep track of 
selling transactions on the level of the individual bottle of milk. On the contrary, if we 
sell  cars,  it  does  make  sense  to  keep  a  record  of  each  individual  car.  This 
demonstrates  that  when  reusing  business  models,  one  must  very  carefully  judge 
17 whether the model  is  applicable  as  such  to  the  own  situation  or not.  This  critical 
judging of the reusability of business  models can  reveal  opportunities and  generate 
new ideas for organising ones own business 
Business models as reusable Software requirements 
Defining  a  business  model  is  part  of the  requirements  engineering  step  in  the 
development of an  information system:  all  business rules  described in  the  business 
model have to be  supported by the information system.  Methods  such  as  JSD  [5], 
OO-SSADM [9], Catalysis [3]  and MERODE [10,  11]  even explicitly define domain 
modelling as  a separate step in the  development process.  Jacobson  [6]  assumes the 
existence of a domain  model that  serves  as  a basis  to  identify  entity objects.  In 
object-oriented development,  the  domain  object  classes  can be  directly  part  of the 
class diagrams for the information system.  As such business models are immediately 
reusable specifications. 
The  availability  of  a  business  model  is  also  important  when  considering  reusing 
existing software, such as for example, ERP packages.  A possible evaluation criteria 
for such packages is the comparison of the own business model with the underlying 
domain model of the  software that one wishes  to  reuse.  The more the two  models 
match, the easier reuse will be.  Each discrepancy between the two models implies 
either a required adaptation of the software or an adaptation of the own business.  The 
cost  of such  changes  must  be  carefully  evaluated  before  buying  software.  The 
measurements that we  have presented in this paper are  a good tool to  quantify  the 
necessary changes and estimate the related cost. 
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